
Call # TITLE & AUTHOR
158.1 SINCE You are a bad ass : how to stop doubting your greatness and start living an 

awesome life / Jen Sincero

170.44 LAMOT Almost everything : notes on hope / Anne Lamott

255.1 VALEN How to live : what the Rule of St. Benedict teaches us about happiness, 

meaning, and community / Judith Valente 

261.8357 KLEIN Pure : inside the Evangelical movement that shamed a generation of 

young women and how I broke free / Linda Kay Klein

270.092 PAGEL Why religion? : a personal story / Elaine Pagels

294.34 ROSEN What's wrong with mindfulness (and what isn't) : Zen perspectives / 

edited by Robert Meikyo Rosenbaum and Barry Magid

302.23 SINGE Likewar : the weaponization of social media / P.W. Singer and Emerson T. 

Brooking

303.483 FRY Hello world : being human in the age of algorithms / Hannah Fry

305.42 HIRSC Invisible : how young women with serious health issues navigate work, 

relationships, and the pressure to seem just fine / Michele Lent Hirsch

306.736 MARTI Untrue : why nearly everything we believe about women, lust, and 

infidelity is wrong and how the new science can set us free / Wednesday 

Martin

330.122 COLLI The future of capitalism : facing the new anxieties / Paul Collier

339.2 MCWIL The inequality paradox : how capitalism can work for everyone / Douglas 

McWilliams

342.73 ENGEL Impeachment : an American history / Jeffrey A. Engel, Jon Meacham, 

Timothy Naftali, Peter Baker

361.7 CALLA The givers : wealth, power, and philanthropy in a new gilded age / David 

Callahan

362.18 SCARD Bad call : a summer job on a New York ambulance / Mike Scardino

363.45 KELLE Money rock : a family's story of cocaine, race, and ambition in the new 

South / Pam Kelley

364.1522 BROTT An unexplained death / Mikita Brottman

364.163 WRIGH Billion dollar whale : the man who fooled Wall Street, Hollywood, and the 

world / Tom Wright & Bradley Hope

370.973 DUNCA How schools work : an inside account of failure and success from one of 

the nation's longest-serving secretaries of education / Arne Duncan

500 HAWKI Brief answers to the big questions / Stephen Hawking

523.88 FLETC Einstein's shadow : a black hole, a band of astronomers, and the quest to 

see the unseeable / Seth Fletcher

551.5 DEWDN 18 miles : the epic drama of our atmosphere and its weather / Christopher 

Dewdney

560 WILLI The dinosaur artist : obsession, betrayal, and the quest for Earth's ultimate 

trophy / Paige Williams

576.8 PARKE Evolution : the whole story / general editor, Steve Parker
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577 OAKES In search of the canary tree : the story of a scientist, a cypress, and a 

changing world / Lauren E. Oakes 

599.753 WILLI Path of the puma : the remarkable resilience of the mountain lion / Jim 

Williams with Joe Glickman612 ALTMA Gross anatomy : dispatches from the front (and back) / Mara Altman

612.82 SIMMO Brain health as you age : a practical guide to maintenance and prevention 

/ Steven P. Simmons, William E. Mansbach, Jodi L. Lyons

613 WILLI Medical medium liver rescue : answers to eczema, psoriasis, diabetes, 

strep, acne, gout, bloating, gallstones, adrenal stress, fatigue, fatty liver, 

weight issues, SIBO & autoimmune disease / Anthony William

613.04244 DUSEN Doing harm : the truth about how bad medicine and lazy science leave 

women dismissed, misdiagnosed, and sick / Maya Dusenbery

636.9776 DUGAT How to tame a fox (and build a dog) : visionary scientists and a Siberian 

tale of jump-started evolution / Lee Alan Dugatkin and Lyudmila Trut

640.43 CARRO The bullet journal method : track the past, order the present, design the 

future / Ryder Carroll

641.5 LIGHT Cooking from scratch : 120 recipes for colorful, seasonal food from PCC 

Community Markets / PCC Community Markets with Jill Lightner 

641.5 NEW The new essentials cookbook : a modern guide to better cooking / 

America's Test Kitchen

641.59 MORIN Joe Beef : surviving the apocalypse : another cookbook of sorts / Frederick 

Morin, David McMillan, and Meredith Erickson

641.5975 RICHA Soul : a chef's culinary evolution in 150 recipes / Todd Richards

641.6383 SHARM Season : big flavors, beautiful food / recipes & photographes by Nik 

Sharma

641.6521 IYER Smashed, mashed, boiled, and baked-and fried, too! : a celebration of 

potatoes in 75 irresistible recipes / Raghavan Iyer

641.8654 BYRN American cookie : the snaps, drops, jumbles, tea cakes, bars & brownies 

that we have loved for generations / Anne Byrn 

650.1 PEREL The execution factor : the one skill that drives success / Kim Perell

658 ALLEN Winnie-the-Pooh on management : in which a very important bear and his 

friends are introduced to a very important subject / Roger E. Allen

658.048 BELL Nonprofit sustainability : making strategic decisions for financial viability / 

Jeanne Bell, Jan Masaoka, Steve Zimmerman

658.048 STEVE Nonprofit lifecycles : stage-based wisdom for nonprofit capacity / by 

Susan Kenny Stevens ; with a foreword by Paul C. Light

658.4 LENCI The advantage : why organizational health trumps everything else in 

business / Patrick Lencioni

728.37 MCKEN Country Living tiny homes : living big in small spaces / edited by Caroline 

McKenzie

747 GAINES Homebody : a guide to creating spaces you never want to leave / Joanna 

Gaines

782.4216 DIAMO Beastie Boys book / Michael Diamond, Adam Horovitz

791.43 LONGW Seduction : sex, lies, and stardom in Howard Hughes's Hollywood / Karina 

Longworth



791.437 BENSO Space odyssey : Stanley Kubrick, Arthur C. Clarke, and the making of a 

masterpiece / Michael Benson

796.323 POMER The last pass : Cousy, Russell, the Celtics, and what matters in the end / 

Gary M. Pomerantz

796.332 FEINS Quarterback : inside the most important position in the National Football 

League / John Feinstein

796.332 GOLA City of champions : an American story of leather helmets, iron wills and 

the high school kids from Jersey who won it all / Hank Gola

796.352 FEINS The first major : inside the story of the 2016 Ryder Cup / John Feinstein

796.357 LEAVY The big fella : Babe Ruth and the world he created / Jane Leavy

796.51 MOOR On trails : an exploration / Robert Moor

811 BITSU Poems. Selections;Dissolve / Sherwin Bitsui

811 COHEN Works. Selections;The flame / Leonard Cohen

811 HOAGL Poems. Selections;Priest turned therapist treats fear of God : poems / 

Tony Hoagland

811 KELLY Poems. Selections;Bestiary : poems / Donika Kelly

811 LIMON Poems. Selections;The carrying : poems / Ada Limon

811 MIRAN Poetry. Selections;Gmorning

811 RANGE Poems. Selections;Scriptorium : poems / Melissa Range

811.4 DICKI After Emily : two remarkable women and the legacy of America's greatest 

poet / Julie Dobrow

813.54 BASS The traveling feast : on the road and at the table with my heroes / Rick 

Bass

814.54 WIMAN He held radical light : the art of faith, the faith of art / Christian Wiman

814.6 JACOB Essays. Selections;I might regret this / Abbi Jacobson

909.82 HOCHS Essays. Selections; Lessons from a dark time : and other essays / Adam 

Hochschild

910.92 BAKER The last Englishmen : love, war, and the end of empire / Deborah Baker

940.5449 HOLLA Big Week : The Biggest Air Battle of World War II / James Holland

941 TINNI Behind the throne : a domestic history of the British royal household / 

Adrian Tinniswood

942.055 GOODM How to behave badly in Elizabethan England : a guide for knaves

942.081 ACKRO Dominion : the history of England from the Battle of Waterloo to Victoria's 

Diamond Jubilee / Peter Ackroyd

959.7043 NGUYE Nothing ever dies : Vietnam and the memory of war / Viet Thanh Nguyen

973 SEXTO A nation forged by crisis : a new American history / Jay Sexton

973.3 ELLIS American dialogue : the founders and us / Joseph J. Ellis

973.56 HEIDL The rise of Andrew Jackson : myth, manipulation, and the making of 

modern politics / David S. Heidler and Jeanne T. Heidler

973.737 DICKE Rising in flames : Sherman's March and the fight for a new nation / J. D. 

Dickey

973.9 CHURC Behold, America : the entangled history of America first and the American 

dream / Sarah Churchwell

973.932 SOUZA Shade : a tale of two presidents / Pete Souza



975.502 KELLY Marooned : Jamestown, shipwreck, and a new history of America's origin / 

Joseph Kelly

978.7 FISHE Engineering Eden : the true story of a violent death, a trial, and the fight 

over controlling nature / Jordan Fisher Smith

BIOGRAPHY BARLOW Mother American night : my life in crazy times / John Perry Barlow with 

Robert Greenfield

BIOGRAPHY BELICHICK Belichick : the making of the greatest football coach of all time / Ian 

O'Connor

BIOGRAPHY BYRON In Byron's wake : the turbulent lives of Byron's wife and daughter: 

Annabella Milbanke and Ada Lovelace / Miranda Seymour

BIOGRAPHY CHUNG All you can ever know : a memoir / Nicole Chung

BIOGRAPHY CROSBY Bing Crosby : Swinging on a Star - The War Years, 1940-1946 / Gary 

Giddins

BIOGRAPHY DOUGLASS Frederick Douglass : prophet of freedom / David W. Blight

BIOGRAPHY HAMILTON Eliza Hamilton : the extraordinary life and times of the wife of Alexander 

Hamilton / Tilar J. Mazzeo

BIOGRAPHY HANSBERRY Looking for Lorraine : the radiant and radical life of Lorraine Hansberry / 

Imani Perry

BIOGRAPHY HUDSON All that heaven allows : a biography of Rock Hudson / Mark Griffin

BIOGRAPHY NIETZSCHE I am dynamite! : a life of Nietzsche / Sue Prideaux

BIOGRAPHY TIMBERLAKE Hindsight : & all the things I can't see in front of me / Justin Timberlake ; 

with Sandra Bark

BIOGRAPHY VERZEMNIEKS Among the living and the dead : a tale of exile and homecoming on the 

war roads of Europe / Inara Verzemnieks


